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Abstract. Objectivized phenomenon in science education and their elements, revealed for students in the homogenized visual form, stimulate development of the Subject consciousness within the context of learning. Visualization is visual artefact represented in visual way aiming to code or decode information. By stressing this, the use of visualization during lessons of Biology, Physics, Geography and Mathematics becomes very important – it helps for perception, attention, memory and imagination that are needed during learning processes. This article encloses empirical data about effect of computer based visualization on students’ cognitive processes. There were asked 2708 ninth and tenth form classes students in Lithuania. The results show that visualization is useful homogenously both for males and females, but females statistically significantly are sure about the positive effect of visual artifacts in the classroom.
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Introduction

Visualization of the content of the science education is treated as the more simple representation of information of the lesson is demonstrated by images within models constructed by the epistemic nature. Usually the content of learning is represented by verbal or symbolic codes, therefore the information, gained in such manner always aggravates the work of cognitive processes – the attention is not concentrated, the lower perception is observed as well as the worse remembering of the read or heard information. As it is indicated by researches (Lee et al., 2006; Khalil et al., 2005), flows of information, presented in schools are high, and within the educational context of transformation of paradigms they change rapidly, therefore it is more and more difficult for learners to select the essential material and to link it with the object of learning, epistemically related to the reality. Externalized visual representations compress information – information, presented in words, by aids of images can be minimally reduced, therefore it will be easier to perceive, memorize and remember. The time is saved, which, in opposite cases is wasted in reading verbal texts and trying to link them with the information, available in consciousness.

There is enormous number of scientist who stated that visualization has positive affect to human perception (Jared, 2009; Chittleborough, Treagust, 2008; Ubuz, 2007; Williamson, José, 2008; Saprykina, 2008; Kim, Olaciregui,
Visual representations, presented during the learning, stimulate processes, responsible for the perception of information. Upon the domination of elements of verbal codes within the educational reality, the management of conceptions depends not only from the skill to memorise them exactly, but also from the depth of their assimilation, which is assessed after the successful implementation of practical tasks. The misperception of conceptions that appears due to the lack of experience and insufficient formal skills makes the thinking more difficult in later stages. As far as the verbal code is not perceived by learners, because it is sometimes too complex, its visual expression becomes more effective.

The visualization affects the memory of students (Cook, 2006; Card et al., 1999, cit. Folorunso, Ogunsaye, 2008) implementation of regression within the consciousness due to factors of the progress through processes of perception is assessed as necessary for the perception of information only – for it to become clear. Visual materialisation of the content of the lesson strengthens the possibility to maintain the image in the memory for a long period of time and therefore to represent it in other form in any context or situation, e.g. in solving tasks or learning the new topic. Externalised visual representations, with the help of imagination (Rule, 2005), are internalised therefore processes of operation by images are implemented – rotations, spatial changes and development of the part of the world, which is subjectively perceived and objectively presented during the learning. Actualisation of imagination is linked with processes of visual thinking that are also activated, because, according to R. Arnheim (1998), the visual perception and imagination are its integral parts. Also, multidimensional visualization strengthens possibilities to activate the attention, because more sensual stimulus is included that affect centres of concentration (Kim, Olaciregui, 2008; Mason, 2006; Mammino, 2008; Tasker, Dalton, 2008).

The named psychological processes can be identified as cognitive, application of which affects the construction of more versatile mental models (Tasker, Dalton, 2008) in the memory, combining the verbal and visual schematic totality of codes, influencing the more effective assimilation of information of educational purpose as well as the formation of correct models in science education (Gilbert, 2008). It has been scientifically confirmed that application of visualization during lessons of Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Geography and Mathematics leads to the higher interest of students in educational content (Cook, 2006, Oller, 2006) and phenomenon of nature.

Theoretical factors are well known, but still, within changes of educational paradigm, attitude of students towards visualization and its effect is not clear because gradual introduction of technologies into educational process leads to the change in the understanding of the conception. New experience within transformation of culture is created, gradual transition to visual spaces is
observed and therefore possible effect assessment of the visual object from the point of Subjects is not analysed but relevant and important. Even though various experiments identified that concrete externalised visualizations, applied in researches, are useful for cognitive processes of children, there is a lack of information about the possible effect of visualization, as the artefact, on the Subject – especially on very heterogenic aspect of gender. This would reveal psycho-educational specific features of application of visualization for girls and boys and could affect more cognitively and socially constructive creation of the educational process, because homogenous and heterogeneous peculiarities of the applied artefact during lessons of Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Geography and Mathematics would be known.

**Object of the research** – the effect of computer based visualization on students’ perception, attention, memory and imagination in education processes.

**Research aim** is to enclose the effect of computer based visualization on students’ cognitive processes in Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Geography and Mathematics.

**Methods of the survey**

Data collection methods: Questionnaire. Analysis methods for the survey data are two 1) **descriptive statistics**: Index of popularity, was applied to calculate ratings of variables; 2) **analytical statistics**: Mann’o Whitney U-test was applied for the comparison of variables from two independent samples; the test is applied on two independent samples with abnormal distributions of variables (p < 0.05). Hypothesis concerning the similarity of means of variables on the aspect of form and gender were verified by it.

**Research Methodology**

**Description of Diagnostic survey and instrument.** Diagnostics of the attitude of students was implemented with an aim to define the attitude of representatives of the population concerning psycho-educational aspects of applying visualization. On the base of results of the exploratory research, scientific literature and provisions of the researcher, the survey instrument was constructed and the diagnostic survey was implemented. All scales are interrelated and render psycho-pedagogical aspects of the survey object, obtained under evaluations of respondents and in this case, by the significant diagnostic data collection method. Scales of the questionnaire, sub-scales and statements have meanings and intervals (from 1 to 5, answer variant – from “always” to “never”).

Internal reliability of the scale was measured by the Cronbach alpha coefficient – almost all sub-scales have rather high internal reliability - Cronbach alpha is higher 0.7. According to this, it is possible to make a conclusion that questions of the questionnaire are appropriate to measure the object and are valid for some appropriate conclusions.
**Characteristics of the survey and sample.** The random independent sample was formed under the serial principle. Three inquires were organized according to the object analysis in various disciplines. As far as subjects of Biology, Chemistry and Physics are interrelated on their content, it was treated that only one questionnaire is enough in order to analyze the attitude of students towards psycho-educational aspects of those subjects, identified as attributed to the science education. Geography and Mathematics, on their content are hardly interrelated. The low link with Biology, Chemistry and Physics is also observed; therefore in order to identify psycho-educational aspects of application of visualization within these disciplines, the additional number of students was to be interviewed for their attitude to be representative. 2708 students from 9-10 forms were interviewed, 728 from them expressed their attitude towards psycho-educational factors of applying visualization in Geography, 774 students expressed their attitude towards the same object in Mathematics and 1152 students – in science education subjects. The majority of respondents –15-16 years old students, dwelling in cities. More males if compared to females participated in the survey; however, with the high number of respondents it is believed that samples on aspects of gender and form are representative.

**Results**

The results of the research are presented in figures and explained in the below them.

![Figure 1. Effect of visualization on the visual perception upon learning / IP (N=2708)](image)

The index of popularity means that the majority of variables was assessed by respondents as rather significant, because PI > 0.8 and it indicates the approach to 1 in the scale of links, where the last number means 100% positive attitude of all respondents. Visualization, applied together with the verbal information, helps in many operations of perception. The highest position of rating is occupied by the effect of visualization on students from 9-10 forms in
Lithuanian schools for the facilitation of the perception of the topic (PI = 0.84). Images facilitates the perception of terms (PI = 0.84) and phenomenon or features of things, makes the perception of phenomenon or processes from the process of science education faster (PI = 0.82). Learning new topics becomes easier upon application of the visual expression of representation of objects, when it is matched with the verbal experience. According to respondents, the visualization also helps to perceive the information, because it becomes simpler (PI = 0.81), implements the exploratory function of the complex verbal information. The last premise is confirmed by the high rating of the variable – the depicted conceptions are clearer (PI = 0.81).

The effect of visualization on perception was assessed similarly by respondents. Comparing the data on the aspect of gender it appeared that three statistically significant differences were found. Visualization statistically significantly for females (p < 0.05) more than for males helps to perceive the verbal information, topics of science education disciplines and conceptions. Also, females statistically significantly more (p < 0.05) than males perceive the topic, phenomenon and Geography if teachers of Geography during lessons apply the visualization. Females more than males (p < 0.05) think that the visualised conceptions during lessons of Mathematics are clearer for them.

Figure 2. Effect of visualization on the visual memory upon learning / IP(N=2708)

The visual information, presented for the imaging of objects, can be useful for processes of memory: lower efforts are needed for memorising, the more correct mental models are formed that help in recognising similar objects, processes of selection become more rapid by selecting the memorised information as well as other processes. Figure XX presents ratings of statements, describing the help of the visualised information for processes of memory in science education. The highest index of popularity (PI = 0.83) was given to the statement, stating that the visualization helps to memorise information and to
maintain it in the long-term memory. It indicates that images, linked with the educational topic, help to memorise the information for a longer period of time; and the latter is very important, because they interlink with the majority of topics. The second position is occupied by the statement revealing operation of possible visual mental models during the process of learning, coded as upon learning new topics, the majority of observed images come from the memory and this helps in perceiving the new information (PI = 0.79). On the base of the latter it is believed that visual mental models are functioning in the consciousness that help to perceive and recognise similar codes, therefore the new information is matched to the available on and therefore the new cognition is formed.

The third position of ratings is occupied by the effect of visual information in memorising details (PI = 0.75). The rating of the fourth statement indicates the assent of respondents that visualization can help them in learning because then lower efforts are required to remember information (PI = 0.74). The majority of students remember complex phenomenon, objects and conceptions in science education only with the help of the visual information. It is likely that images, required for the perception and memorising of complex phenomenon implement functions of additional information. This premise is also likely to be liked with the style of visual learning, which is activated when the verbal information is too complex.

Females statistically significantly more (p < 0.05) than males remember conceptions that were visually depicted in science education. Also, females more than males (p < 0.05) believe upon learning of new topics the majority of images, observed during lessons of Geography come from the memory, therefore it is easier for them to perceive information. There was found another statistically significant difference – females more (p < 0.05) than males believe that they can remember information longer if it was presented not only verbally, but also by images in Mathematics.

Visual information is useful for the concentration of attention. The highest position is occupied by the statement linked with the better orientation in information (PI = 0.75) that reveals that the visual material helps to concentrate the attention to the totality and to learn more thoroughly. Dual data presentation is useful for students from ninth and tenth forms, because they can notice more details, rendered in the visual form. The lower positions are occupied by the effect of information on concentration (PI = 0.67), lower distraction (PI = 0.66) and noise (PI = 0.64). Those three statements have very similar index of popularity, therefore are similarly assessed by students, in this case, on the average level. The lowest rating is given to the statement that visualization help to follow information closer (PI = 0.59).

Effect of visual information on the concentration of attention on the comparative aspect of gender has two statistically significant differences. It is to be stressed that for females as well as for males, the verbal text, presented with
Visualization, helps to concentrate the attention equally. It is easier for females than for males to get concentrated during lessons (p < 0.05), they are less distracted when the visualization is applied during lessons of science education.

**Figure 3. Effect of visualization on processes of imagination / IP (N=2708)**

Visualization, applied within the process of the science education, Mathematics and Geography can activate the processes of imagination of respondents. It appeared during the survey that two variables, revealing processes of imagination, have the similar rating, because their PI > 0.80.

The comparative analysis reveals that there are two statistically significant differences, indicating the higher effect of applying the visualization together with the verbal information on imagination on the aspect of one gender. Visual representations are more useful for females (p < 0.05) because the clearer image is formed in their thoughts that helps to perceive the conception of the phenomenon, to imagine only visually observed terms when the teacher is talking about them or the student is reading by himself / herself. It is stated that visual representations for females help to form visual mental models on the base of which they use the decoded verbal conception and maintain the information longer in the memory. It is possible to state that visualization activates processes of imagination for females more than for males, important in learning disciplines of science education.

**Conclusions**

Students homogeneously identified the necessity of computer based visualization, as the artifact mediator in some particular subject, activity of cognitive processes is becoming more active: complex and abstract information is assimilated in a more easy and rapid manner, concentration is maintained for a longer period of time as well as concentration towards the educational content,
unseen object, which have previously been represented by verbal codes and their interrelations, are imagined, the learnt material is kept in the long-term memory.

Computer based visualization is more useful for girls than for boys, because the clearer image is formed in their thoughts that helps to perceive the conception of the phenomenon, to imagine only visually observed terms, to get concentrated during lessons, to remember conceptions that were visually depicted and to hold it for longer time in memory, when the teacher is talking about them or the student is reading by himself / herself.
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